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NOT ALL ROOSTERS ARE THE SAME

Let’s explore the charts of 8 Australian Federal politicians – two are expoliticians with fingers in several pies, one is an ex-prime minister aspiring to claim
that position again, and another was promised the job but never quite got the gig.
Name

Bob Katter

Dob

22nd May 1945

Metal team early becomes dominant but can
change to follow wood (wealth)
Arthur Sinodinos

25th Feb 1957

Changing chart. When rabbit shows up
becomes seasonal wood (power). Potential Fei
Kong see 1994 (yang earth dog)
George Brandis

22nd June 1957

Surrender to metal (power). Problematic fire
partial team 1997 – 2002 (tiger and horse)
Peter Costello

14th August 1957

2 flower of romance stars, changing chart. Can
become fire (resource) or metal (output).
Tony Abbott

4th Nov 1957

Fei Kong chart – has two. Previously dominant
metal in the 06 – 16 luck cycle. Now additional
Fei Kong in this luck cycle. But reverts to
competitive metal as of 2016.
Corey Bernardi

6th Nov 1969

Has seasonal metal – follow power. Two roosters
and 2017 makes 3 roosters.
Rob Oakeshott

14th Dec 1969

Has 2 flower of romance stars. Changing chart.
Can follow water (self), follow metal (resource)
or follow wood (output). Versatile chart.
Eric Abetz

25th Jan 1958

Partial metal team, makes follow resource but
also can switch to competitive. Fight to combine
2014 - 2019.

Chart + luck pillar
Day

Month

Year

Current luck

Yin
Metal

Yin
Metal

Yin
Wood

2010
Yang Wood

Rabbit

Snake

Rooster

Dog

Yang
Earth

Yang
Water

Yin
fire

2014
yang fire

Dragon

Tiger

Rooster

Monkey

Yin wood

Yang fire

Yin fire

2013
yang metal

Ox

Horse

Rooster

Rooster

Yang earth

Yang earth

Yin fire

2010
yang water

Horse

Monkey

Rooster

Tiger

Yang metal

Yang metal

Yin fire

2016
yang wood

dragon

dog

Rooster

Dragon

Yin wood

Yang wood

Yin earth

2008
yang metal

Rooster

Dog

Rooster

Horse

Yin water

Yang fire

Yin earth

2011
yin metal

Pig

Rat

Rooster

Sheep

Yang water

Yin water

Yin fire

2014
yin fire

Tiger

Ox

Rooster

Sheep

Most of them are similar in age and have served as servants of the people for
longer periods of time, some in state politics. Many have stated Christian affiliations
50% are practicing Roman Catholics. Only one of them has no stated religious
affiliation.
I have chosen to concentrate only on the conservative side of politics
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because the number of roosters is quite interesting. There are only 20 Cabinet
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positions including Prime Minister. Two of those who made the list would like to be
cabinet ministers again and one of them would like to be Prime Minister again.
This table demonstrates that, just because you are born in the year of the
rooster, and even born in the year of the fire rooster (having matching stem and
branches) you do not act or behave the same. This dispels the myth – you’re a
dragon so you will do this and behave like that. There is a little bit of truth in it. For
example, all these roosters are not shy about speaking up in public. Who can forget
Rob Oakeshott’s 17-minute speech in support of Julia Gillard forming government in
2010.
2017 sees all these Roosters experiencing a clash to their year pillars. It is a 2nd
degree clash so has less force, and as it is to the year pillar, the fire roosters are all
turning 60, so the influence of the year pillar is in decline and for some like Tony
Abbot it has lost the influence entirely because of the timing of their luck pillars.
THEIR CHARTS

1. Bob Katter
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yin metal

Yin metal

Yin wood

Unknown

Rabbit

Snake

Rooster

Yang wood
2010
Dog
2015

Bob Katter is a yin wood rooster, with a yin metal day master, and a second yin
metal sitting next to him. He has a partial team of metal between the year and
month branches. He also has two flower of romance stars in his chart (rabbit and
rooster). He has always been a maverick and walked to the beat of his own drum,
having become an independent in the Federal Parliament in 2001.
He entered his dog luck cycle in 2015. It forms a 6-harmony combination with
his rabbit bringing career success. 2017 will restore his team of metal. He is likely to
pick up disaffected One Nation senator(s) to form a stronger Katter Australia Party,
which he formed in 2011.
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2. Arthur Sinodinos
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yang earth

Yang water

Yin fire

Yang fire
2014

Unknown

Dragon

Tiger

Rooster

Monkey 2021

Has an interesting chart. He has dragon and tiger and when the rabbit comes
along forms seasonal wood which is his power element. He has a favourable stem
combination between year and month palaces.
He is a changing chart. He can form wood (rabbit coming in), fire (dog or
horse coming in), or metal (ox or snake coming in). This means he is very versatile
and flexible. He experienced these incoming branches in the 98 – 03 luck cycle
(dog), 04 – 09 luck cycle – the yin fire in the luck cycle stem fights to combine with
the yang water and yin fire natal chart stems. He was involved in the 2009 (yin earth
ox) disastrous utegate affairi (as was Abetz) he entered the rooster luck cycle then
and it created a repetition of the rooster – therefore there was a fight to combine
between the ox and the two roosters.
09 – 14 (rooster – metal), and 2016 monkey year combined with his dragon
(house of spouse) to bring water which is his power element. He was a close
confidant of immediate previous Prime Minister Abbott and was an advisor to
previous conservative Prime Minister Howard. He was considered one of the most
influential men in politics for quite some time until he had to step aside during the
ICAC enquiry into dealings between the NSW Liberal Party and Water Holdings. The
rooster luck cycle was not kind to him.
3. George Brandis
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yin earth

Yang fire

Yin fire

Yang metal
2013

Unknown

Ox

Horse

Rooster

Rat 2018

Has a partial team of metal – the ox combines with the rooster to form metal which is
his power element. He also has 2 flower of romance stars (horse and rooster) which
means that he can easily switch to follow metal or fire. He does this in the luck cycles
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98 – 03, has a favourable stem combination 03 – 08, has a partial team of metal in 08
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– 13, and 13 – 18 he has another stem combination between fire day master (yin
wood) and yang metal luck stem.
Since 1993 all his luck cycles both stems and branches have combined with
elements in his natal chart to bring favour to his career.
A third flower of romance star (either a repetition of those already in his chart)
or the rat (2008) or the rabbit (2011) brings additional spice and interest to his life.
4. Peter Costello
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yang earth

Yang earth

Yin fire

Yang water
2010

Unknown

Horse

Monkey

Rooster

Tiger 2015

Has a changing chart which means he is also flexible and adaptable. He has
two flower of romance stars in his natal chart. When a 3rd star comes along his very
much favoured. This occurred in the 05 – 10 luck cycle. He is a yang earth day
master sitting over a flower of romance star the horse. He can form fire, water or
metal. He is a very influential man. He was the longest serving treasurer from 1996 –
2007, and in Sept 2008 became the Chairman of the World Bank Independent
Advisory Board to provide advice on anti-corruption measures.
He was a founding member of the H.R. Nicholls society which is a conservative
think tank. He was Deputy leader of the Liberal Party 1994 – 2007.
5. Tony Abbott
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yang metal

Yang metal

Yin fire

Yang wood

Unknown

Dog

Dragon

Rooster

Dragon 2021

2016

Is a Fei Kong chart. He can also easily become a competitive chart when his
branches no longer have supportive metal or earth. As a Fei Kong man he’s always
keen to be in the position of jockey, never the horse. He is highly competitive and
very harsh in his administration of favour or reprisals.
In 2006 he entered a yin wood stem luck cycle. It combined with one of his
Yang metal to form a stem combination taking away his competitor. In the 2011 –
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2016 luck cycle he was sitting over the snake which combined favourably with his
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rooster forming a partial metal team. This made him unstoppable and confirmed
upon him his sacred mission to take the Dauphin to Rheims. He has now entered a
much less favourable luck cycle – that of yang wood. He will always be a Fei Kong
man as it involves his day pillar and his month pillar.
Now that the monkey has nearly passed (2016) he cannot form the seasonal
metal and thus falls back to a competitive chart. In the 2nd half of 2017 he might try
to ‘come back’ under the influence of the rooster, but, because he has entered the
6th luck cycle this year the influence of the rooster has fallen away. Under the
influence of the month of the ox (5th of January, 2017) he will make one last hurrah to
challenge Malcom Turnbull but he will not pull it off.ii
6. Corey Bernardi
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yin wood

Yang wood

Yin earth

Yang metal
2008

Unknown

Rooster

Dog

Rooster

Horse 2013

Is a seasonal metal man when the monkey comes along (2016). He was in the
monkey luck cycle 93 – 97. He is a yin wood man who makes a stem combination
with Tony Abbott, strengthening Abbott by taking away a competitor (from Abbott).
Bernardi, like Rudd (see previous articles,) has 2 roosters in his chart. This means that
the tendency to say anything at any time is very strong. It will be his downfall in 2017
as it sees 3 roosters in his own chook yard. He is currently in fire luck (horse) which
combines with the dog in his chart. He can also become a competitive wood when
a pig or a rabbit come along. He is much happier when yin earth comes along as it
takes away the potential for competition. He is threatening to set up his own ultraconservative party and will probably try to do that in 2017. He may achieve it in the
month of the snake, certainly he will be making all the right moves (in his own
opinion) in the month of the ox (January 2017), as this is a special star for a yin wood
day master like Bernardi.
7. Rob Oakeshott
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck

Unknown

Yin water

Yang fire

Yin earth

Yin metal

cycle

5

2011
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Unknown

Pig

Rat

Rooster

Sheep 2016

Oakeshott has a yin water day master (like Malcolm Turnbull). He also has a
changing chart with two flower of romance stars in his natal chart. He can form
seasonal water in the presence of the ox and, also metal (as the ox can combine
with his rooster to form a partial team of metal). He had branch combinations going
on with his natal chart from the luck cycle 1996 onwards. He, along with Tony
Windsor were very important figures in the Julia Gillard government (2010), together
they helped her form a minority government. He was personally very supportive
when Tony Abbot was vilifying her, and made dreadful personal attacks on her and
her relationship with her recently deceased father. He reached over in the crossbench seats, and said to her that her father would be proud of her. His rooster, and
Gillard’s Ox (year) combine to complete Oakeshott’s seasonal water and or partial
team of metal.
He entered NSW state politics in 96 – 08. He was very popular, soon becoming
an independent in the successive parliaments. In 2008 (yang earth rat year) in his
monkey luck cycle (water team) he entered Federal politics as an independent
candidate and won virtually every booth across the electorate. He did not stand at
the 2014 federal election having been diagnosed with Graves Diseaseiii in May 2012.
He stood again in the 2016 federal election failing to secure the seat but turning the
seat into a marginal seat going neck to neck with the National party candidate. He
is one of the few Australian politicians with a Degree in Government.
8. Eric Abetz
Hour

Day

Month

Year

Current luck
cycle

Unknown

Yang water

Yin water

Yin fire

Yin fire 2014

Unknown

Tiger

Ox

Rooster

sheep 2019

Emigrated to Australia in 1961 age 3 with his family. Age 64 he had a stem
combination present between his yin fire natal year stem and the first luck cycle
stem of yang water.
From the 1989 luck pillar, he has had branch combinations formed until the end
of the 99 luck cycle (dog). He is a resource man who can switch to competitive
water if there are no supportive combinations available. He is a yang water day
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master with yin water sitting in his month stem.
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For a yang water day master the monkey and the dog are special stars. His
luck cycle branches from the ‘89 luck cycle are: dog (special star) forms a
combination with the tiger in his house of spouse to form fire which is wealth for a
yang water man. Rooster ‘99 luck cycle combines with his natal ox and rooster to
form a partial team of metal switching him to a resource chart.
2009 luck cycle was the monkey which is one of his special stars. 2014 saw him
enter the yin fire luck cycle which formed a combination with his day master of yin
water bringing career success. He was leader of the senate under Tony Abbott in
the 2014 (yang wood horse) cabinet.
He is closely aligned with Christian fundamentalism and the far right of the
conservative party. He lost favour when Turnbull won the Conservative leadership
and struggled to retain his very powerful influence over the Tasmanian Liberal Party
on 2016. He is a likely candidate to combine with Cory Bernardi and George
Christensen and probably with Tony Abbott as leader again. Christensen has two
horses and a pig in his chart and is highly unlikely to stay in anyone’s shadow for
long. Abetz has repeatedly called on Turnbull to readmit Abbott to the cabinet.
Those calls have fallen on unfertile ground.
CONCLUSION

You can see that all these roosters bring different qualities to the public arena.
All of those with two or more Flower of Romance stars in their chart will find
some challenges in the year of the fire rooster as it will bring a third rooster.
The challenge for us all in the year of the rooster is only speak the truth. Only
speak up and out when we are absolutely sure of the facts. Ask ourselves if it is our
business anyway, and then be fearless in our positions. If you have not been diligent
enough to research more thoroughly the situation / event, then turn your tongue 7
times in your mouth before you speak and add confusion to the already confused.

At all times let us be civil in our discourse and chose fact over
fiction

If you are interested in this style of analysis, then I highly recommend Dr Jin
Peh’s new book Four Pillars of Destiny – Exploring Water Charts. I confess to being
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one of the editors on the book.
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A quote from the ABC News on-line
‘Treasury provided the committee with pages of emails Mr Grech exchanged with Liberal figures such as Mr Turnbull and John
Howard's former chief of staff, Arthur Sinodinos.’
ii There are certain people in the cabinet who add strength to Abbott. They have
stem combinations or provide missing metal to help him in his mission. Bernardi, Brandis,
Abetz, Cormann, Morrison (sits on fence), Nash (on the fence), Ley (a lot of metal in her own
chart????), Hunt.
iii Graves disease is also known as toxic goiter. It is the most common cause of
hyperthyroidism.
i
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